
 

 

 

 

Looping Theory: 

A common-sense approach to human systems. 
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What is the destination of humanity, why develop friendships, why build a house, 

why start businesses, why explore the stars… If we are born simply to die and go 

to heaven or die and return to darkness – what is life for – what does any of it 

matter when we are not informed with a genuine purpose for our existence?  

There are no full answers (yet) – only stories about what we are, and the reason we 

exist. Some say we need real answers, some say we need faith but every time we find 

these things they do not provide for the world, they do not satisfy something in the depths 

of human requirement. Many people turn to God, Nature or nihilism to explain existence, 

but there are no absolutes in these things. The only absolute is reality; all we can be 

sure of is that something is happening.  

Every time a new problem arises in human reality, we are forced to go back to the 

drawing board and realise why the stories we tell ourselves are not perfectly accurate. 

Overcoming this adversity is the current basis for your existence.  We are designed to 

move around and problem solve; sift through the universe and seek fulfilling satisfaction. 

As new problems arise, we re-evaluate and reapproach. How we do this, and with what 

tools we use, is always in the spotlight and of primary concern for anyone with thought 

about improving humanity. The nature of our planet exists with patterns, boundaries and 

tolerances for our method of exploration.  

All moments in life are stories and packets of stories in our existence; with beginnings 

and ends; however, you wish to perceive them – therefore, life is not a journey but a 

series of starts and stops, quests and destinations. A person is measured by the things 

they complete, the movements they make and the destinations (milestones) they 

achieve. Success is measured by the satisfaction you have doing what you choose in 

life not what society forces you to do. Do not be preoccupied by the concept of a journey 

forced upon you – this will keep you oppressed for your entire life. Human conditioning 

is about setting the parameters, in which humans experience life and what they can 

explore – If you believe your problems are resolved, then you are less likely to look any 

further to make changes – we all seek safety first.  

So, will you set your parameters or allow others to do it for you?  

Hence, this is how the systems that govern us currently work. As long as you feel 

satisfied consuming what you are given and you continue to abide by going to work, 



spending money, keeping within the law then the owners of the world can continue with 

their ‘extreme’ ways of living, owning, consuming, experimenting, exploring, developing, 

winning, playing games with people’s lives and controlling. Many corrupt systems are 

accepted in society that people will die to protect, such as money, science, religion and 

digital technology. These tools are used to make people move and behave in particular 

ways. Some of these ways are healthy, but many are corrupt.   

Understanding how you are controlled matters to some people and others are happy in 

ignorance. In the bigger picture, people should be free to choose their level of interest 

in a safe environment; the choice to have their views challenged and included. This can 

happen with a trustworthy government who promote safe expression and liberty as a 

priority. Many people are extremely satisfied without modern systems and should not be 

forced to abide, because they do not have an extreme story they are trying to fulfil. 

These people are content with a simple life/simple death scenario! The indigenous 

traditional ways of doing things come to mind.  

There is an underlying acknowledgement that everything exists to use and be used. 

Every fundamental element of existence and the stories we all use will eventually find 

their way back into the pool of natural resources to be used again in some way. 

Currently, there is a consensus growing that the “torus” is the shape of life and 

encapsulates very well how energy functions (in cycles):  

 



 

 

Is this the cyclical looping nature of our existence? If it is or if it is not, the pattern can 

be seen in most systems that govern humanity and access to the great pool of resources 

is inequitable because the manufactured systems have made it this way. Landowners, 

those who print money and those who create laws govern this world using medications, 

armies, and managing fundamental resources – they could be held accountable for their 



mistakes and corruption if common-sense prevails. Everyone else is simply a function 

of the world with increasing tendencies to adopt science and the single point of truth.  

When more people consciously put back into the pool, it will grow exponentially. 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of trust in the current governing systems of the world - 

banks, governments, religions, mega-companies and royalty – all greedy, capitalist, self-

centred elements of our society! When these institutions observe the methods and 

models in this article, they will realise how to maintain their power easier and more 

sustainably (if they are righteous). Theoretically, when human needs are fulfilled in 

abundance, the pool of resources can provide for desires, dreams, and creativity for ALL 

people (including the rich) and will be accessible for more people to contribute – it 

becomes a win, win for humanity.  

 

Strict policy and transparency for those in government and influential positions will allow 

trust to build within the people, within a reformed system. If this does not occur then 

people will continue to outgrow the system and build micro systems within the system – 

keeping people divided.  Urgently, people must unite in organised manner and decide 

how they will respond to corrupt governance systems, to safeguard and develop the 

freedoms the currently exist; if you are content in your complacency then you can expect 

someone in power to design your life for you. Small groups of organised activists are 

popping up around the world, evident on social media. They are lobbying, protesting, 

building factions, developing strongholds, wealth, communities and coexisting within the 



parameters of society.  Although, humans remain vulnerable to more division, isolation, 

martial law and dictatorship because corrupt governing bodies are neglecting the 

people’s best interests, mismanaging vital resources and pose a threat to quality of life 

and liberty. Alternatively, we could work together and live in harmony if we had a 

people’s plan: 

The Abundance Model: 

 

If you had immediate access to a pool of resources, what would you use them for, 

what if they were broken or stolen? This is how controllers of resources are required to 

think to protect fragile and important resources; which is why many resources are 

currently shared only with regulations and consequences.  

If you adopt our plans, individuals can do what is necessary to design the life they want 

to achieve. This can be easy or complex – you get to choose. Life will not be mandated 

by corrupt systems with economically driven agendas. Although, when designing your 

life you must remember that you can do anything but you cannot do everything; so, 

choose wisely. Listen to those who you can trust to offer wisdom, love and truth (knowing 

that everything you do will have an impact but eventually end up back in the pool of 

abundant natural resources anyway). Our goal is to make the loop of resources so small 



everything is happening on Earth efficiently and sustainably. Reduce the loop so it 

becomes so negligible that it seems to vanish and open-up possibilities for human 

potential (as a collective).   

However, how can you access this pool of abundant resources in your lifetime? Well, 

you are already doing it – Natural resources that sustain life, education, money, home, 

car, technology, medicine and other tools - everything that makes your world easier than 

surviving in an unsafe environment. Many things in society have been manufactured for 

your survival and quality of life (which is why we can live to over 100 years old these 

days). For example, there is enough money in circulation to make every human wealthy, 

BUT, how do you access more... do you need/want more energy and power? Most 

people would like to have an exciting, healthy, long life with access to resources to do 

create, innovate and experience new things regularly.  

First, you must understand: everything that we know works in a loops, circles, cycles; it 

all comes and goes, then comes again and goes again, it is the looping system of our 

reality that not many people are questioning, most just consume and consume. Most 

people do not question their existence: Are you Stuck In A Loop? (Josh Rettig, 2017)   

 

Society demands that people consume within the parameters of their emotions but abide 

by corrupt and untrustworthy systems, with just enough moments of satisfaction to 

maintain the desire to continue this cycle. If you pay too much attention to one particular 

issue, you will be confronted with violence, dead ends, too much information to 

understand and potentially go a bit loopy (feel trapped in a cycle of thought). Currently, 

most people will settle on a functional conclusion that temporarily solves a problem 

and/or justifies the outcome. Language has been divided into specialisations so that you 

must spend years (or your entire lifetime) obtaining the knowledge/information required 

to make serious “progress” that will provide answers, justice or improve quality of life.  

https://medium.com/intercultural-mindset/are-you-stuck-in-a-loop-8184c6ed6e75


Unfortunately, humanity commonly uses languages that will continue this painful loop 

until our demise (Languages may have been designed for this purpose). The language 

systems throughout the world have most people preoccupied with work, education, 

suffering, money, technology or something else that forces people to behave a certain 

way. When people are provided appropriate support to function to their potential and a 

language that fosters human potential - transparency, honesty, and success - then they 

will behave accordingly. Unfortunately, most current systems force people into 

unnecessary adversity, trauma, suffering, crime, violence, dishonesty and away from 

integrity, truth and healthy living.  

How will you break free from this? 

Hope resides in the idea of extinction, eradication, surrender and the gift of forgetting. 

Hope can only exist because these elements allow humans to experience a definite 

sense of desire to live on with less risk, more safety and the excitement of more 

experiences (whatever story we tell ourselves). Imagine if a woman remembered the 

pain of childbirth, or you remember the pain of losing a loved one…   

Will dinosaurs ever walk the earth again? (Perhaps) Will smallpox return? (We hope not 

but perhaps) Will it feel different the next time you win a world championship if you have 

already won 12 times in a row (yes, because there are elements that are different in 

each moment – because we are in a state of flux and we forget subtle things). The 

concept or extinction and eradication are stories we use to reduce the fear within us so 

we can maximise our experience in life. However, none these are certainties. They 

simply allow us to forget that we are in a looping existence. Therefore, most people will 

never know that we are all just going round in circles without any genuine purpose other 

than what we tell ourselves. When humanity has completely forgotten about a disease 

or an event, they are again vulnerable to those things returning to haunt us, history does 

have a habit of repeating itself (no matter how long it takes to come about again). Again, 

this is the looping effect of existence.   



Humans are always attempting to escape their definition of “negative” loops and 

reinforce the “positive” loops so that their live situations are maximised by fulfilling and 

satisfying experiences.  People want the effort they give to come back to them as quickly 

as possible, to achieve their goals within a timeframe that they can justify. Even the 

great achievers who overcome their trauma to become elite and a shining light for their 

community have struggled with overcoming a great deal of adversity.  

Since the beginning of civilisation, humans have been developing a world that fosters 

human life, and this article proposes that we must declare that we ‘did it’ – we have the 

wisdom and technology to foster quality life although the systems must be introduced to 

facilitate the best truths humans can fathom. In order, to obtain success humans must 

declare it! 

Knowing that you are going round in circles may not bother some people, but, people 

are bothered when it is them caught in a loop of suffering. Surrendering to the loops in 

life appears to help with coping day to day, what everyone needs to do is make the loop 

so small that it becomes negligible, so all human beings can feel the excitement of life, 

a state of flow and a sense of winning as often as possible. This is the best humans can 

hope for. Just imagine the progress that will be accomplished when everyone is 

‘winning.’ 

Everything comes back to the source, the pool of resource that provides for our 

existence - Matter works in loops, it changes state until eventually it will find its way 

back to homeostasis/equilibrium and into pool of resources – this is the design of 

existence. This also highlights the laws of entropy and encapsulates what humans 

understand about matter. Humans do not understand the creation of matter and cannot 

explain why this process occurs – but, we do understand that ‘energy/work’ happens. 

Adversity is occurring, so let us appreciate what is happening, and get on living in 

harmony with excitement about life and the infinite adventures of the mind. With a 

collective approach, we will be more likely to discover the bigger answers… Humanity 

has got some things right, because I am free to question my existence, create, innovate, 

design much of my life, learn extreme concepts, experience unacceptable situations, 

trusted with dangerous resources and unite the world if I am good enough. This may not 

seem completely free but it’s close. Unfortunately, our governing systems are corrupt 

and it will take some serious shift in thought to make real change occur.   



We must borrow the looping concept found in nature (biomimicry) and apply a model to 

society that aligns with the most functional systems within human understanding. 

Jacques Fresco and Buckminster Fuller have been applying the patterns of nature 

attempting to reshape society for a long time. These people, and many others, realised 

that individual greed, narcissism and extreme personal wealth is not sustainable nor 

efficient – the people in power can have more, if, they will listen to what we are offering. 

Great thinkers throughout history may have contributed to our current structure of 

society and humanity – but, why don’t we have equity and peace?  

Humans can be intelligent lifeforms; we seem to be intelligent because we have the 

ability to create comprehensive projects that significantly affect the world. Although, 

there is a responsibility that most humans continue to ignore: appreciation for life and 

the rejuvenation and sustainability of resources. Humans can live in harmony with each 

other and nature, we simply need to scale up the ideology of peaceful behaviour and 

abundance education, and use a system that works. We must teach a moral code that 

facilitates integrity and peace as best we know. The great thinkers must not have been 

so smart if they couldn’t get these basics right. Before we go messing with the fabric of 

the universe should we not be exploring life in harmony with what we have been gifted, 

and collectively, deciding how best to “progress” – this would promote trust in the world, 

and with trust, so much more is achievable. 

As we are, we will forever be chasing our tails coming back to the origins of words 

(semantics). Seeking answers for The foundation questions (What we are, what is our 

purpose, what is out there and what will give us more power?), always trying to answer 

what is good and what is bad about our existence; battling the dichotomy within us and 

among us. We call this merry-go-mind. Humans have been divided and conquered many 

centuries ago – boarders, language and education have kept us divided through 

specialisation and capitalism.  Are we destined to fight this war for eternity?  



Every conclusion ever made has not produced a fair and equitable world. Humans can 

create a perfect world if we allow it to happen.  

Humanity will continue to loop back to origins, utilising the lessons they have learned, 

to reform systems that govern us unless a system is implemented that fosters a breach 

in the current system and exposes the manipulative strategies used to oppress people. 

It is necessary to re-educate people with the tools and resources to live to their potential 

within transparent parameters that highlight identity, integrity, independence and 

inspiration. 

Most people are struggling and scrambling to find new resources, and empowerment in 

whatever form they require. Eventually, humans will succeed in opening their minds and 

lives to an authentic purpose, or they will wipe themselves out. To achieve human 

potential the looping concept of purposeless and hopelessness must be superseded 

through education, transparency and equitable access to resources at all levels in the 

world.  

This is the basis of looping theory.  

“This is how it all could end: heat death, the moment when the universe expends 

its last drop of usable energy and settles into lifelessness. Like the ultimate 

junkyard, only relics of once-burning stars and their planetary companions 

remain. Wait long enough and even black holes vanish through the slow trickle 

of Hawking radiation. 

That is a bleak and humbling thought. But might nature enjoy an encore or even 

a revival? A second act for the universe, even if it were many billions of years from 

now, would offer a source of comfort. We’d know that even if our own 

civilization—and indeed all possible living worlds in space—blew out like a flame 

in the wind, flickers of new life could eventually relight.”   (PAUL 

HALPERN. 2014; THE NATURE OF REALITY) 

The best answer we can fathom is that we are here to experience being here; to 

experience the design of natural existence, and all that it is.  We are not here to be 

enslaved by our authorities and ‘owners’ of the land. We are not here to be slaves to 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/author/paul-halpern/
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/author/paul-halpern/
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/brand/physics/


manufacture ideologies. We are not here to be fed untrustworthy academic data based 

on fallible methods or forced to work ourselves to death for money and other man-made 

‘necessities.’ We are not here to be forced to abide by systems that promote injustice or 

to be exposed to a synthetic matrix of corrupt systems. We are not here to be forced to 

swallow fake news or forced to give up time in exchange for improving other people’s 

quality of life (such as the elite rulers).  

The hard work has been done to bring you into this world – life is the miracle that all 

humans get to experience, a destination to enjoy, and all humans could experience this 

gift in its potential if we get a few foundations in place that everyone can agree on, even 

the elite rulers. 

Power is the ultimate concern and we can increase the power for the governing bodies 

and reduce the oppression in the world. This can be done. We can show you how “power 

by adoration” works best for human design - obtaining sustainable power with minimal 

effort.   

Minimum effort maximum gain - the gain people seek is power (However you wish to 

define power) Apply this sentiment to things like - the human body, safety, money, 

quality food, clean water, electricity, internet, academics, science, knowledge, nature, 

weapons, health care and other systems - we want our tools to remain strong, efficient 

and sustainable to maintain and increase the power.  

Sharing resources in a trusted team is how we maintain power - as a collective. An army 

is built this way! Humanity is currently built this way, but resources are not being shared 

equitably. Majority of humans operate just like ants or bees. Humans work themselves 

to death for an authority in order to increase their safety and power. Mainstream humans 

literally get the crumbs that make them feel satisfied enough to keep on living. 

An alternative to our current state is to borrow the concept of singularity and make the 

loop in our thinking so minute it becomes negligible – a single point. This single point 

will provide a reference to the acknowledgment that humanity has achieved a 

destination of awareness of a collective purpose.  Would that be exceptional?  

We’ve all been through sales pitches – from your inception you are sold stories that 

there is a better life, more awareness, enlightenment, that you should consume more 

products and technology, be faster, stronger, sexier, better etc. etc. This is vanity in its 



true sense, narcissism at work. We can avoid the devastation of inequity with open-loop 

living; if you need to be sexier, then you will have that opportunity, if you need to be 

faster, the world will make you faster, if you need to be smarter the world will throw 

resources at you to make this happen.  

I want to be completely transparent and honest with what I am selling you: The basic 

concept of freedom to design your life the way you want to live it and the opportunity to 

develop a “family with integrity.”  

Family can be awkward and untrustworthy because of the habits passed down through 

generations and the demands placed on people by the current systems of society – but 

a family with integrity is what will take this world to its potential.  If you have integrity, I 

have integrity – what if we unite and we make a system that we do not want to ever 

dishonour… This may sound religious but it’s actually how highly successful families, 

clubs, armies, corporations, governments, churches, institutions, formal organisations, 

cartel, mafia, and countries try to operate. 

The reward for integrity is living a life with enough awesomeness to give you a deeply 

rewarding, exciting life for all of your days, knowing you are part of a family with genuine 

purpose and you are not being lied to or manipulated, also, access to resources that 

you can trust and are worth caring for. There will be struggles and there will be adversity 

to overcome (because these things inform human existence) but together we can 

remove the unnecessary adversity.  

Would you like to help us define what adversity is necessary and what is not? 

When we have eradicated unnecessary adversity, we can minimise the amount of time 

we spend going in loops, starting again and continuing the negative aspects of the cycles 

that are passed down through generations. We can give you time, a great deal of time; 

So, WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO WITH YOUR LIFE? 

Our organisation already has many amazing teachers, coaches, mentors, consultants 

and trainers to help you achieve your absolute human potential. You will be provided 

the opportunity to enrol in “open-loop learning program.” Scott DeRue, 2018  

Obviously, there is training required but at the end of our training we guarantee you will 

have the required qualifications and permanent employment, if that is what you would 

https://evolllution.com/revenue-streams/market_opportunities/open-loop-education-codifying-the-lifelong-learning-partnership-between-students-and-institutions/


like. You could become the teacher, mentor, coach, consultant or trainer delivering the 

best information people can experience. 

Our program embodies the philosophies, technologies and methodologies of all the 

great thinkers and cultures we could access. Our organisation has been researching 

and developing this program for the past 12 years, we looked at every system that has 

elements that work well (Natural and man-made). We borrowed the best aspects, 

combined everything we know and created something special that easily supersedes 

the requirements of the national curriculum.  

In the current capitalist-centred world, we believe we can bring peace to Earth, we can 

heal the world and you can be a part of a family with integrity. Our organisation is NOT 

associated with any religion; we are a company with a genuine, new age, authentic and 

inclusive outlook on humanity. Life is too short to be in disharmony. We promote freewill, 

safety and choice.   

We make the loop smaller by inviting you into our family. We provide funding, insurance, 

curriculum, mentoring and resources, and once you have graduated, we will provide 

lifelong quality employment. You will be free to choose your line of work, swap jobs, be 

retrained, take time off and choose how you would like to live your life based on your 

level of commitment to your dreams, the community, and availability of resources (which 

will grow exponentially), and within the constraints of the law of the country you live. 

Our program is called “My Village” - our claim is that we have the tools, programs, 

models and processes to completely reform and rebuild human systems for the most 

peaceful world imaginable. You deserve a great life.  
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Go deeper: 

Why Stress Can Make You Do Some Unusual Things - An experiment in pain and pleasure. 

By David DiSalvo 

 

Dr Jimi Wollumbin:  Rewriting the Book of Life 

Cycles of Time: An Extraordinary New View of the Universe 

Roger Penrose’s book explores the theory of conformal cyclic cosmology. 

Endless Universe: Beyond the Big Bang 

Paul Steinhardt and Neil Turok make the case for cyclic cosmology in this popular 2007 book. 

The Nature of Reality: In the Beginning 

Science writer Charles Choi on the cosmologists who dare to ask what happened before the 

Big Bang. 
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Example of emotional loops (You will learn this in your first course): 

 

 

 

 


